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Kindle Your Judaism 
Program Summary 

Kindle Your Judaism is a literacy program that addresses the Jewish literacy deficit of college 

students. Students sign up and agree to read 6 books throughout 2 semesters (approximately one 

a month) and participate in monthly sessions, or salons, of ninety minutes where the current 

selection would be discussed. A cohort would consist of between six and twelve students. The 

Senior Jewish Educator, Rabbi Gavriel Goldfeder and myself would guide the learning.  

 

Taking advantage of the popularity of Amazon’s Kindle device we would give the program a 

strong marketing hook and some extra cache. The advantages of using the Kindle are manifold. 

1) Distribution costs are nil and eBooks are less expensive on average 

2) A selected text is always in stock and distributed instantaneously 

3) Offering the Kindle device as an incentive to students, we have an extrinsic motivator that is 

proven to be helpful in guaranteeing student engagement. 

4) If students wish to continue their reading we can get them the texts anywhere without 

addresses or postage. Ideal for a continuing educational model that brings this program to a 

whole new level in the post-college years. We have, essentially, created a long-term relationship 

that can pay dividends for years. 

 

Kindle Your Judaism and Birthright 

In conversations with multiple students there has been keen interest in a reading experience that 

is, in their words, ‘pleasure reading’ or ‘not for school’, and that would allow the student the 

opportunity to engage with Judaism in broader terms. 

 

The genesis of this program lies in a staff-student conversation about Taglit-Birthright follow-up. 

Students insisted that upon return from their Israel trip they have a deep curiosity regarding that 

which they had experienced in Israel and their Jewish Identities’. As college students they are 

accustomed to having outlets for their questions that are deeper than the shallow bursts available 
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to them on the Internet. Kindle Your Judaism provides literacy for Jewish college students 

beyond traditional religious text study and deeper into the culture and history of our people. 

 

Proposed Budget 

The budget below is for the Spring 2015 and Fall 2015 semesters. 3 books will be read in the 

Spring 2015 semester and 3 books in the Fall 2015 semester.  

 

• 12 Participants (correlated to the 12 students from MIT going on the Winter 2014/15 

Birthright trip) 

• Kindle @$119/Kindle x 12 = $1,428 

• Staff Kindle @ $0 (Will use the Kindle App on the CJP IACT iPad) 

• Books 6 @ between $5 to $13/book x 12 (participants) + 1 (staff) =  $390 to $1,014 

• Food $15/pp, 6 sessions = about $1,080 

• Total = $3,522 (the high end with each book at $13 each) 

 

MIT Hillel and the IACT programming budget will be able to account for these expenses in the 

next fiscal year; however, we did not budget accordingly this year for these extra costs. Thus, I 

would like to ask CJP for additional funding to cover the costs of the 12 Kindles, the first 3 

books, and a little extra for food to help us kick start this program with the students going 

on the upcoming Winter 2014/15 Birthright trip.  

 

Total Request = between $1,800 and $2,000 

 

I have also spoken with the ICC (Israel Campus Coalition) and they advised me to fill out a 

programming Grant. They may be able to additionally support this program, which would be 

helpful to cover the remaining costs for the spring semester, which would primarily be funding 

the food at the sessions. 	  


